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Henrietta Lacks the Untold Story
Vintage
For years, scientists have been
warning us that a pandemic was
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all but inevitable. Now it's here,
and the rest of us have a lot to
learn. Fortunately, science writer
Carl Zimmer is here to guide us.
In this compact volume, he tells
the story of how the smallest
living things known to science
can bring an entire planet of
people to a halt--and what we
can learn from how we've
defeated them in the past. Planet
of Viruses covers such threats as
Ebola, MERS, and chikungunya
virus; tells about recent scientific
discoveries, such as a hundred-
million-year-old virus that
infected the common ancestor of
armadillos, elephants, and
humans; and shares new findings

that show why climate change
may lead to even deadlier
outbreaks. Zimmer’s lucid
explanations and fascinating
stories demonstrate how deeply
humans and viruses are
intertwined. Viruses helped give
rise to the first life-forms, are
responsible for many of our most
devastating diseases, and will
continue to control our fate for
centuries. Thoroughly readable,
and, for all its honesty about the
threats, as reassuring as it is
frightening, A Planet of Viruses is
a fascinating tour of a world we
all need to better understand.
Stamped (For Kids)
Taylor & Francis US

Presents the text of
Alice Walker's story
"Everyday Use";
contains background
essays that provide
insight into the
story; and features a
selection of critical
response. Includes a
chronology and an
interview with the
author.

Medical Apartheid
Simon and Schuster
A Conspiracy of Cells
presents the first full
account of one of
medical science's more
bizarre and costly
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mistakes. On October 4,
1951, a young black
woman named Henrietta
Lacks died of cervical
cancer. That is, most of
Henrietta Lacks died. In
a laboratory dish at the
Johns Hopkins Medical
Center in Baltimore, a
few cells taken from
her fatal tumor
continued to live--to
thrive, in fact. For
reasons unknown, her
cells, code-named
"HeLa," grew more
vigorously than any
other cells in culture at

the time. Long-time
science reporter
Michael Gold describes
in graphic detail how
the errant HeLa cells
spread, contaminating
and overwhelming other
cell cultures, sabotaging
research projects, and
eluding detection until
they had managed to
infiltrate scientific
laboratories worldwide.
He tracks the efforts of
geneticist Walter
Nelson-Rees to alert a
sceptical scientific
community to the

rampant HeLa
contamination. And he
reconstructs Nelson-
Rees's crusade to
expose the
embarrassing mistakes
and bogus conclusions
of researchers who
unknowingly abetted
HeLa's spread.
Walking SUNY Press
New Author Ron Lacks, tells a
behind the scenes story of what
happened in the past 9 years to
his family in his new book
Henrietta Lacks The Untold
Story Ron Lacks is the oldest
grandson of Henrietta Lacks.
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He takes you on the inside of a
story that has haunted him for
the past 9 years! This book will
definitely answer your questions
as to how the family is really
doing now. From Clover to
Baltimore... giving you an
inside look at what happen
behind closed doors, that
ultimately divided a once strong
family.
A Planet of Viruses Penguin
Explains the purpose of
material and spiritual
existence. Begins and ends by
examining the purpose of life
and death, achieving
happiness, and developing
loving relationships.

Food, Health, and Happiness
Nursesbooks.org
"Nursing ethics : across the
curriculum and into practice,
fourth edition prepares students
and professionals for the moral
issues encountered in nursing
practice. Healthcare ethics is
constantly evolving to keep pace
with new issues as they arise, as
well as new policies and laws.
The fourth edition has been
completely revised to reflect the
evolution of nursing ethics within
health care. Updated case studies,
research, and legal perspectives,
as well as the 2015 American
Nurses Association's Code of
ethics, offer students and
practitioners a wealth of current
knowledge."--Page 4 de la

couverture.
Nursing Ethics Crown
Ideal for non-math majors,
Advanced and Multivariate
Statistical Methods teaches
students to interpret, present, and
write up results for each statistical
technique without
overemphasizing advanced math.
This highly applied approach
covers the why, what, when and
how of advanced and multivariate
statistics in a way that is neither
too technical nor too
mathematical. Students also learn
how to compute each technique
using SPSS software. New to the
Sixth Edition Instructor
ancillaries are now available with
the sixth edition. All SPSS
directions and screenshots have
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been updated to Version 23 of the
software. Student learning
objectives have been added as a
means for students to target their
learning and for instructors to
focus their instruction. Key words
are reviewed and reinforced in the
end of chapter material to ensure
that students understand the
vocabulary of advanced and
multivariate statistics.
The Emperor of All Maladies
Teachers College Press
AudioLearn's Medical School
Crash Courses presents Medical
Ethics. Written by experienced
professors and professionally
narrated for easy listening, this
crash course is a valuable tool
both during school and when
preparing for the USMLE, or if

you're simply interested in the
subject of Medical Ethics. The
audio is focused and high-yield,
covering the most important
topics you might expect to learn in
a typical Medical school Medical
Ethics course. Included are both
capsule and detailed explanations
of critical issues and topics you
must know to master Medical
Ethics. The material is accurate,
up to date and broken down into
bite-sized sections. There are key
takeaways following each section
to drive home key points and
quizzes to review commonly
tested questions. In this course,
we'll cover the following topics:
Approaches to ethics Patient
competence and decision making
capacity Confidentiality and

medical records Reproductive
health ethics End of life ethics
Physician-patient relationship
ethics in global health Research
ethics Decision making in ethical
dilemmas Also included is a
comprehensive test containing the
top 100 most commonly tested
questions in medical ethics with
the correct answers. To get the
most out of this course, we
recommend that you listen to the
entire audio once while taking
notes, then go back and listen to
areas you had difficulties with.
AudioLearn's Medical School
Crash Courses support your
studies, help with USMLE
preparation and provide a
comprehensive audio review of
the topic matter for anyone
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interested in what medical students
are taught in a typical medical
school medical ethics course.
The Immortal Life of Henrietta
Lacks Rutgers University Press
This innovative STEAM guide
will help general and special
education teachers to increase
effective instruction with
adolescents (grades 5-10). The
authors show teachers how to link
STEM concepts with popular
fiction and film selections as a
catalyst to launch student
interactions, discussions, projects,
and investigations. This approach
will promote problem solving and
reasoning skills by initiating the
scientific process, rather than
simply presenting established
facts. The book includes a wealth

of lesson plans that connect
abstract STEM ideas to realistic
experiences that students
encounter. Sample lessons call on
students to produce drawings and
models that move STEM to
STEAM. Grounded in popular
film and some of the most-read
young adult books, the text
includes teaching strategies found
to be effective with traditionally
underserved students and those
with disabilities. Book Features:
Standards-based STEM lessons
interrelated and interwoven with
writing, reading, speaking, and
other skills. Practical ideas and
hands-on activities for engaging
adolescents in both traditional and
virtual environments. Guidance
for working with diverse

populations, such as students with
different abilities, culturally and
linguistically diverse students,
translingual students, and
transnational students. Templates,
handouts, and lessons linked to
Star Wars, The Giver, The
Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks,
Harry Potter, To Kill a
Mockingbird, Star Trek, The
Matrix, Holes, and more.

Workshop on Human Gene
Mapping Random House
This book provides an
overview of the stages of the
eukaryotic cell cycle,
concentrating specifically on
cell division for
development and
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maintenance of the human
body. It focusses especially
on regulatory mechnisms and
in some instances on the
consequences of malfunction.
Concepts of Biology Baha'i
Publishing Trust
Oprah Winfrey will be the first
to tell you, she has had a
complicated relationship with
food. It’s been both a source of
delight and comfort for her, but
also the cause of an ongoing
struggle with her weight. In
Food, Health, and Happiness,
Oprah shares the recipes that
have allowed eating to finally
be joyful for her. With dishes
created and prepared alongside

her favorite chefs, paired with
personal essays and memories
from Oprah herself, this
cookbook offers a candid,
behind-the-scenes look into the
life (and kitchen!) of one of the
most influential and respected
celebrities in the world.
Delicious, healthy, and easy to
prepare, these are the recipes
Oprah most loves to make at
home and share with friends
and family. From simple
pleasures like Unfried Chicken
and Turkey Chili, to such
celebrations of freshness as
Tuscan Kale and Apple Salad
and Pasta Primavera, this is
food as it should be: a taste of

happiness, a ritual to be shared,
a toast to life.
Code of Ethics for Nurses with
Interpretive Statements
Cengage Learning
Pamphlet is a succinct statement
of the ethical obligations and
duties of individuals who enter
the nursing profession, the
profession's nonnegotiable ethical
standard, and an expression of
nursing's own understanding of
its commitment to society.
Provides a framework for nurses
to use in ethical analysis and
decision-making.

The Warmth of Other
Suns Jones & Bartlett
Publishers
A thought-provoking and
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evocative account that
considers both the policies
we think of as "health
policyand those that we don't,
The Political Determinants of
Health provides a novel,
multidisciplinary framework
for addressing the systemic
barriers preventing the
United States from becoming
the healthiest nation in the
world.
The Spirit Catches You
and You Fall Down Jones
& Bartlett Learning
SuperSummary, a modern
alternative to SparkNotes
and CliffsNotes, offers high-

quality study guides for
challenging works of
literature. This 38-page guide
for "The Immortal Life of
Henrietta Lacks" by Rebecca
Skloot includes detailed
chapter summaries and
analysis covering 38
chapters, as well as several
more in-depth sections of
expert-written literary
analysis. Featured content
includes commentary on
major characters, 10
important quotes, discussion
topics, and key themes like
Scientific Ethics and
Informed Consent.

Bookbaby
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • “The story of
modern medicine and
bioethics—and, indeed, race
relations—is refracted
beautifully, and
movingly.”—Entertainment
Weekly NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE FROM
HBO® STARRING OPRAH
WINFREY AND ROSE
BYRNE • ONE OF THE
“MOST INFLUENTIAL”
(CNN), “DEFINING”
(LITHUB), AND “BEST”
(THE PHILADELPHIA
INQUIRER) BOOKS OF THE
DECADE • ONE OF
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ESSENCE’S 50 MOST
IMPACTFUL BLACK
BOOKS OF THE PAST 50
YEARS • WINNER OF THE
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
HEARTLAND PRIZE FOR
NONFICTION NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY The New York
Times Book Review •
Entertainment Weekly • O: The
Oprah Magazine • NPR •
Financial Times • New York •
Independent (U.K.) • Times
(U.K.) • Publishers Weekly •
Library Journal • Kirkus
Reviews • Booklist • Globe
and Mail Her name was
Henrietta Lacks, but scientists

know her as HeLa. She was a
poor Southern tobacco farmer
who worked the same land as
her slave ancestors, yet her
cells—taken without her
knowledge—became one of the
most important tools in
medicine: The first “immortal”
human cells grown in culture,
which are still alive today,
though she has been dead for
more than sixty years. HeLa
cells were vital for developing
the polio vaccine; uncovered
secrets of cancer, viruses, and
the atom bomb’s effects;
helped lead to important
advances like in vitro
fertilization, cloning, and gene

mapping; and have been bought
and sold by the billions. Yet
Henrietta Lacks remains
virtually unknown, buried in an
unmarked grave. Henrietta’s
family did not learn of her
“immortality” until more than
twenty years after her death,
when scientists investigating
HeLa began using her husband
and children in research
without informed consent. And
though the cells had launched a
multimillion-dollar industry
that sells human biological
materials, her family never saw
any of the profits. As Rebecca
Skloot so brilliantly shows, the
story of the Lacks family—past
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and present—is inextricably
connected to the dark history of
experimentation on African
Americans, the birth of
bioethics, and the legal battles
over whether we control the
stuff we are made of. Over the
decade it took to uncover this
story, Rebecca became
enmeshed in the lives of the
Lacks family—especially
Henrietta’s daughter Deborah.
Deborah was consumed with
questions: Had scientists cloned
her mother? Had they killed her
to harvest her cells? And if her
mother was so important to
medicine, why couldn’t her
children afford health

insurance? Intimate in feeling,
astonishing in scope, and
impossible to put down, The
Immortal Life of Henrietta
Lacks captures the beauty and
drama of scientific discovery,
as well as its human
consequences.
The Eukaryotic Cell Cycle
Routledge
“Oliver Sacks meets Stephen
King”* in this propulsive,
haunting journey into the life
of the most studied human
research subject of all time, the
amnesic known as Patient
H.M. For readers of The
Immortal Life of Henrietta
Lacks comes a story that has

much to teach us about our
relentless pursuit of knowledge.
Winner of the PEN/E.O.
Wilson Literary Science
Writing Award • Los Angeles
Times Book Prize Winner
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The Washington Post • New
York Post • NPR • The
Economist • New York •
Wired • Kirkus Reviews •
BookPage In 1953, a twenty-
seven-year-old factory worker
named Henry Molaison—who
suffered from severe
epilepsy—received a radical new
version of the then-common
lobotomy, targeting the most
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mysterious structures in the
brain. The operation failed to
eliminate Henry’s seizures, but
it did have an unintended
effect: Henry was left
profoundly amnesic, unable to
create long-term memories.
Over the next sixty years,
Patient H.M., as Henry was
known, became the most
studied individual in the history
of neuroscience, a human
guinea pig who would teach us
much of what we know about
memory today. Patient H.M. is,
at times, a deeply personal
journey. Dittrich’s grandfather
was the brilliant, morally
complex surgeon who operated

on Molaison—and thousands of
other patients. The author’s
investigation into the dark roots
of modern memory science
ultimately forces him to
confront unsettling secrets in
his own family history, and to
reveal the tragedy that fueled
his grandfather’s relentless exp
erimentation—experimentation
that would revolutionize our
understanding of ourselves.
Dittrich uses the case of Patient
H.M. as a starting point for a
kaleidoscopic journey, one that
moves from the first recorded
brain surgeries in ancient Egypt
to the cutting-edge laboratories
of MIT. He takes readers inside

the old asylums and operating
theaters where psychosurgeons,
as they called themselves,
conducted their human
experiments, and behind the
scenes of a bitter custody battle
over the ownership of the most
important brain in the world.
Patient H.M. combines the best
of biography, memoir, and
science journalism to create a
haunting, endlessly fascinating
story, one that reveals the
wondrous and devastating
things that can happen when
hubris, ambition, and human
imperfection collide. “An
exciting, artful blend of family
and medical history.”—The New
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York Times *Kirkus Reviews
(starred review)
STEAM Meets Story
Simon and Schuster
“Irresistible is a fascinating
and much needed
exploration of one of the
most troubling phenomena
of modern times.” —Malcolm
Gladwell, author of New
York Times bestsellers
David and Goliath and
Outliers “One of the most
mesmerizing and important
books I’ve read in quite
some time. Alter brilliantly
illuminates the new
obsessions that are

controlling our lives and
offers the tools we need to
rescue our businesses, our
families, and our sanity.”
—Adam Grant, New York
Times bestselling author of
Originals and Give and Take
Welcome to the age of
behavioral addiction—an age
in which half of the
American population is
addicted to at least one
behavior. We obsess over our
emails, Instagram likes, and
Facebook feeds; we binge on
TV episodes and YouTube
videos; we work longer hours
each year; and we spend an

average of three hours each
day using our smartphones.
Half of us would rather suffer
a broken bone than a broken
phone, and Millennial kids
spend so much time in front
of screens that they struggle
to interact with real, live
humans. In this revolutionary
book, Adam Alter, a
professor of psychology and
marketing at NYU, tracks the
rise of behavioral addiction,
and explains why so many of
today's products are
irresistible. Though these
miraculous products melt the
miles that separate people
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across the globe, their
extraordinary and sometimes
damaging magnetism is no
accident. The companies that
design these products tweak
them over time until they
become almost impossible to
resist. By reverse engineering
behavioral addiction, Alter
explains how we can harness
addictive products for the
good—to improve how we
communicate with each
other, spend and save our
money, and set boundaries
between work and play—and
how we can mitigate their
most damaging effects on our

well-being, and the health and
happiness of our children.
Adam Alter's previous book,
Drunk Tank Pink: And Other
Unexpected Forces that
Shape How We Think, Feel,
and Behave is available in
paperback from Penguin.
Culturing Life Flatiron
Books
An assessment of cancer
addresses both the
courageous battles against
the disease and the
misperceptions and hubris
that have compromised
modern understandings,
providing coverage of such

topics as ancient-world
surgeries and the
development of present-day
treatments. Reprint. Best-
selling winner of the Pulitzer
Prize. Includes reading-group
guide.
Nursing Ethics: Across the
Curriculum and Into
Practice The Immortal Life
of Henrietta Lacks
Concepts of Biology is
designed for the single-
semester introduction to
biology course for non-
science majors, which for
many students is their only
college-level science course.
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As such, this course
represents an important
opportunity for students to
develop the necessary
knowledge, tools, and skills
to make informed decisions
as they continue with their
lives. Rather than being
mired down with facts and
vocabulary, the typical non-
science major student needs
information presented in a
way that is easy to read and
understand. Even more
importantly, the content
should be meaningful.
Students do much better
when they understand why

biology is relevant to their
everyday lives. For these
reasons, Concepts of Biology
is grounded on an
evolutionary basis and
includes exciting features
that highlight careers in the
biological sciences and
everyday applications of the
concepts at hand.We also
strive to show the
interconnectedness of topics
within this extremely broad
discipline. In order to meet
the needs of today's
instructors and students, we
maintain the overall
organization and coverage

found in most syllabi for this
course. A strength of
Concepts of Biology is that
instructors can customize the
book, adapting it to the
approach that works best in
their classroom. Concepts of
Biology also includes an
innovative art program that
incorporates critical thinking
and clicker questions to help
students understand--and
apply--key concepts.
Patient H.M. Simon and Schuster
A study in the collision between
Western medicine and the beliefs
of a traditional culture focuses on
a hospitalized child of Laotian
immigrants whose belief that
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illness is a spiritual matter comes
into conflict with doctors'
methods.
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